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ABSTRACT
The discrimination between various types of speech and non-speech signals in audio data stream is the fundamental step for further
indexing and retrieving. This paper considers some of the basic problems in audio content classification which is the key component in
automatic audio retrieval system. It illustrates a potential use of statistical learning algorithm called support vector machine (SVM) for
broadcast news (BN) audio classification task. The overall classification architecture uses binary tree SVM (BT-SVM) decision scheme
in combination with well known audio features such as, MFCCs and low level MPEG-7 audio descriptors. The important step in
creating such classification system is to define the optimal features for each binary SVM classifier. There exist various feature selection
algorithms that help to create such feature set. Therefore we decided to implement F-score and Minimum Redundancy Maximum
Relevance (MRMR) feature selection algorithms, as an effective search algorithms used in many pattern recognition tasks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic models
Audio data
stream

Growing number of audio databases with vast amount
of audio data demands for efficient organization and manipulation of this data. Such processing is desirable for applications requiring accurate discrimination of speech and
non-speech segments, for instance automatic transcription
of broadcast news (BN), speech and speaker recognition,
retrieving of audio queries, and so forth. Audio data of BN
contain alternating sections of different types of speech and
music. Thus, fundamental step in audio stream processing
is to automatically classify audio content into appropriate
audio classes. We call this separation criterion as audio content classification. Process of classification is often carried
out along with the process of audio stream segmentation.
These processes are substantial in whole retrieving system
and are very useful in many classification task. The overall
classification performance is conditioned by the process of
feature extraction.
This paper presents possible solution for audio stream
classification, utilizing binary tree discrimination technique
based on SVM classifier and two effective feature selection
algorithms, used for processing and retrieving of BN audio
data. Audio content of BN media contains not only single
type of acoustic event (pure speech, music), but also mixed
sounds (speech and music with background noise). Pure
speech is one of the most occurred in BN audio stream. Single anchor reports in studio and field speech in a quiet environment represent this class. Speech with ambient noise
represents events like field speech and telephone conversations in noisy environment. It also contains all types of
acoustic events with occurrence in environment, e.g. sound
from machines, birds, water, wind, crowd, etc. - ambient
noise. Jingles at the beginning and at the end of news with
anchor speech belong to the speech with music background
class. Individual jingles and music in commercials represent pure music class. BN audio stream also contains silent
intervals between different speakers and jingles, defined as
silence.
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Fig. 1 Automated classification system for broadcast news audio

The most important task in content-based audio classification is to define speech and non-speech audio segments.
Zhang and Kuo used hidden Markov models (HMMs) approach, utilizing various types of feature extraction methods, to distinguish speech, music and ambient noise [1].
Proposed approach detected abrupt changes in audio stream
by measuring actual values of selected audio features.
Consequently, boundary decision points of observed audio
classes were set and trained by using HMM classifier. In
addition, Han, Gao and Ji focused on the application of
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) method for classification and detection of audio signal by new proposed method,
namely selective ensemble SVMs with much more used
features [2]. Other works are aimed at the design of such
complex systems that are able to process broadcast news
audio signals, in terms of segmentation, classification, indexing and retrieval [3], [4].
Some authors have developed new and efficient features and segmentation algorithms that can capture various changes in audio stream, thus improve classification accuracy of audio data [5], [6]. Others have developed classifier-dependent (wrapper and embedded), and
classifier-independent (filter) feature selection algorithms
in order to find optimal feature set for various audio classification problems [7], [8].
Fundamental architecture of the most common used
classification system, designed for retrieving and indexing
of all audio classes in BN audio stream, is illustrated in
Fig. 1.
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This paper is organized as follows: The used database is
described in section II. Section III deals with segmentation
and feature extraction. Used feature selection algorithms
are described in Section IV. Section V provides description
of the used SVM binary tree topology and section VI discusses realized experiments and obtained results. Finally,
the section VII gives our conclusions and shows future directions.
2. DATABASE DESCRIPTION
The Slovak TV broadcast news audio database KEMTBN1 was used to evaluate the efficiency of proposed classification system [9]. First portion of the database contains the Slovak part of the COST-278 database [10]. It
comprises 3 hours of TA3 channel news grabbed from the
analogue broadcast stream. The rest of database consists
of the STV channel evening and noon news. Broadcast
stream was stored using Technisat AirStar 2 PCI internal
DVB-T card in MPEG2 format. The audio files were demuxed from grabbed video stream in 48 kHz 192 kbit stereo
MPEG Layer 2 audio format. MPEG files were converted
into WAV files by using PCM 16 kHz 16 bit mono format
and used for further process of annotation. Individual audio
recordings were annotated using Transcriber1 tool in XML
file format (*.trs) and by the NIST Sclite scoring toolkit2 in
a simple text file format exported from Transcriber (*.stm).
Database consists of 188 recordings in total duration 65
hours. One can get 55 hours of data by extracting only
speech frames. Clean speech (planned speech, studio environment, no background noise) represents 21 hours and
47 minutes from this database.
3. SEGMENTATION AND FEATURE EXTRACTION
Segmentation of audio data is the task of dividing a continuous audio stream into audio segments. Similar audio
segments contain the same type of acoustic signal (speech,
music or ambient noise).
Current research in the area of audio signal processing focuses on development an alternative segmentation
methods. For example, Huang and Hansen have proposed a novel segmentation and classification algorithm
CompSeg [11]. It combines three distance metric techniques, namely Bayesian information criterion (BIC), T 2
distance and weighted mean distance (WMD). Siegler at al.
used the Symmetric Kullback-Leibler distance for speaker
segmentation [12]. Proposed method is effective only for
segments with duration longer than 5 s. Lin at al. [13] have
developed an STMR algorithm for identification dissimilarity boundaries between different speakers, which uses the
principles of an unsupervised segmentation by the SVM.
All mentioned works and many others are based on
supervised and unsupervised audio change detection [14].
Therefore segmentation ability strongly depends on the assumption, that the acoustic data are composed from different speakers who are either known a priori or unknown.

9

3.1. Pre-segmentation
Process of pre-segmentation fulfils the task of dividing
audio stream into segments with equal length, usually by
rectangular window. Time domain statistical parameters
such as mean, variance, Root Mean Square (RMS) of Shorttime Energy and also Zero-Crossing Rate (ZCR) are computed within these segments. Typical length of one segment
is 1 s. Pre-segmentation is followed by frame-based segmentation, where each segment is further divided into overlapped frames, using Hamming window, in order to avoid
spectral distortions.

3.2. Feature Extraction
Searching for relevant and felicitous representation of
audio content is recently most demanded task. Audio content analysis in time, frequency and cepstral domain is
therefore inevitable. Vast amount of feature extraction
methods have been proposed in order to find appropriate
representation of audio signal under different acoustic conditions. Choosing the best one is therefore crucial. Following text describes the basic descriptors and features used in
our experiments. These descriptors were chosen according
to the sufficient performance in multi-class classification
problem, presented in [15], [16].
Zero-Crossing Rate: ZCR of the frame is defined as the
number of times the audio waveform changes from positive
to negative within the duration of the frame. Zero crossing
rate is used as a measure of noisiness and rough estimation
of the fundamental frequency of voiced signals. ZCR of
unvoiced sounds are usually larger than ZCR of speech signals.
Audio Spectrum Centroid: ASC [17] descriptor gives
the information about the shape of the power spectrum. It
indicates whether low or high frequencies are dominated in
a power spectrum and can be regarded as an approximation
of the perceptual sharpness of the signal.
Audio Spectrum Spread: ASS [17] is a measure of the
spectral shape and represents the second central moment
of the log-frequency spectrum. ASS also gives the information about how the spectrum is distributed around its
centroid. A low ASS value means that the spectrum may
be concentrated around the centroid, whereas a high value
reflects a distribution of a power across a wider range of
frequencies.
Audio Spectrum Flatness: ASF [17] reflects the flatness
properties of the power spectrum. It can be defined as the
deviation of the signal’s spectrum from a flat spectrum.
Instead of calculating one flatness value for the whole spectrum, a separation in frequency bands is performed, resulting in one vector of flatness values per frame. High values
of ASF coefficients reflect noisiness, on the other hand, low
values indicate a harmonic structure of the spectrum.

1 http://trans.sourceforge.net
2 http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/tools
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Spectral Roll-off: ROF [17] point is defined as the frequency below which 85% of the magnitude distribution
of the spectrum is concentrated. It is also a measure of
the spectral shape and yields higher values for high frequencies. ROF is used to distinguish voiced speech from
unvoiced music, which has a higher roll-off point, because
music power is better distributed over the subband range.

Therefore, the procedure of finding the optimal feature set
firstly selects features with the highest F-score and subsequently implements the SVM for training/testing. The procedure is summarized below:

Mel-Frequency Cepstral coefficients: MFC analysis has
been a popular signal representation method used in many
audio classification tasks, especially in speech recognition
systems [18]. The basis for the mel-frequency scale is derived from the human perceptual system. Obtaining the
MFCCs involve processing of the acoustic signal according
to the following steps:

2. Select the subset of features with the highest Fscores. Selected feature size is equal to the first half
of the feature set with the highest F-score values.

1. Divide the signal into frames and apply the Hamming
window function.

b) Let Xtrain be the new training data. Use the
SVM procedure with cross-validation, to obtain
SVM parameters and a predictor; use the predictor to predict Xvalid .

2. Get the amplitude spectrum of each frame.

4. Convert to mel filter bank.
5. Apply the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT).
4. FEATURE SELECTION ALGORITHMS
One of the possible way how to minimize the overall
classification error is to identify the most characterizing
features of the observed data. Number of methods and algorithms have been developed for selecting an optimal subset
of features that can help to achieve the highest classification efficiency of the system. Most of them are filter based
and the process of defining the sufficient number of features
is based on statistical dependencies and distance measure
techniques. Therefore, we implemented F-score and Minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance (MRMR) feature
selection algorithms in order to reduce the overall classifiaction error of our system.

4. If selected feature subset contains greater than or
equal to 2n + 1 features, for n = 0, 1, then go to step
1., otherwise terminate algorithm.

4.2. MIN-Redundancy and MAX-Relevance
MRMR feature selection algorithm [20] is based on the
mutual information difference criterion. If the features of
an example are randomly or uniformly distributed in different classes, their mutual information is equal to zero. Otherwise, they should have large mutual information in case
of differentially expressed features within different classes.
The mutual information of two features xi , i = 1, 2 is defined by their probabilistic density functions p(x1 ), p(x2 ),
and p(x1 , x2 ):
I(x1 ; x2 ) =

F-score [19] is a simple algorithm that measures a degree of separability between two sets of training data. Given
training vectors xk , k = 1, ..., m, if the number of positive
and negative instances are n+ and n− , respectively, then Fscore of the i-th feature is defined as:
(+)

2
+

(+) 2

x̄i −x̄i

(+)

a) Randomly split the training data into Xtrain and
Xvalid .

ZZ

4.1. F-score

1
n+ −1

3. For each subset, do the following:

c) Repeat steps a) and b) ν-times, where ν represents ν-fold cross-validation, and then calculate
the average validation accuracy.

3. Take the log of these spectrums.

F(xi ) ≡

1. Calculate F-score for each component in one training
vector.

n

(+)

+
xk,i −x̄i
∑k=1

+n

(−)

x̄i −x̄i
1
− −1

n

2
(−)

 , (1)

(−) 2

−
xk,i −x̄i
∑k=1

(−)

where x̄i , x̄i , x̄i represent the mean of the i-th feature
(+)
within all positive, and negative instances, xk,i represents
(−)

the i-th feature of the k-th positive instance, and xk,i is the
i-th feature of the k-th negative instance. The numerator indicates separability rate between the positive and negative
sets, and denominator indicates the one within each of two
sets. Higher value of F-score indicates significant discriminative power of feature, in terms of an effective feature
selection criterion in combination with the SVM classifier.
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p(x1 , x2 )log

p(x1 , x2 )
dx1 dx2 .
p(x1 )p(x2 )

(2)

Thus the mutual information is used as a measure of relevance. In MAX-Relevance, the selected features xi , i =
1, ..., S are computed individually, in order to have the
largest mutual information I(xi ; c) within the target class
c, reflecting the largest dependency on the target class. It
is defined as mean value of all mutual information values
between individual features xi and class c:
maxD(S, c),

D=

1
I(xi ; c).
|S| x∑
i ∈S

(3)

The class-discriminative power of two highly dependent
features will not change much if we remove one of them.
Therefore, the main idea of MIN-Redundancy is to select
the features that are mutually maximally dissimilar, which
can be expressed in the following form:
maxR(S),

R=

1
I(xi , x j ).
|S|2 xi ,x∑j ∈S

(4)
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The MRMR feature set is obtained by the criterion combining the above two constraints simultaneously:
maxΦ(D, R),

Φ = D − R.

(5)

The final near-optimal feature set is then acquired by incremental search algorithm that optimizes the following condition:
#
"
1
(6)
max
I(x j ; c) −
∑ I(x j ; xi ) ,
x j ∈X−Sm−1
m − 1 xi ∈S
m−1
where X = {xi , i = 1, ..., M} represents input data and Sm−1
defines feature set with m−1 candidate features. The whole
process of selecting the optimal number of features n of the
candidate set includes the following steps:
1. Compute incremental selection (6) to select n features from the input X. This leads to n feature sets
S1 ⊂ S2 ⊂ ...Sn−1 ⊂ Sn .
2. Select four subsets of features obtained from step 1.,
with the feature size Sn ; first half between Sn and
Sn−n/2 ; first half of Sn ; and first half between Sn/2
and S1 . (for n = 36 we get S36 , S27 , S18 and S9 )
3. Compute cross-validation for each selected subset according to the step 3. defined in the F-score selection
algorithm and find the highest classification accuracy.
4. Repeat step 2. and 3. for two subset with the highest
classification accuracy until the final subset of features Sn∗ is obtained.
The MRMR algorithm performs well on microarray gene
data [21] and abnormal acoustic events occurred in public
places, such that gun shot, explosions and breaking glass
[22], as well.

Table 1 Kernel functions

Kernel function
K(xi , x j ) = hxi , x j i
d
K(xi , x j ) = hxi , x j i + 1
K(xi , x j ) = exp(−γ||xi − x j ||2 )

Label
Linear
Polynomial of degree d
Gaussian radial basis function

This transformation can be achieved by various nonlinear mappings, such as: linear, polynomial and radial
basis symmetric function (RBF). The resulting hyperplane
will be optimal in the sense of being a maximal margin discriminative function with respect to training data.
Training data are represented in the form of Ndimensional vectors:
(x1 , y1 ), ..., (xl , yl ) ∈ X × {±1},

(7)

where X is some non-empty set of patterns xi (sometimes called cases, inputs, instances, samples) and labels
yi . Among all the hyperplanes that minimize the training
error, classifier have to find the one with the largest margin
in the form:
l

d(w, x, b) = hw· xi + b = ∑ wi xi + b,

(8)

i=1

where l represents all the training data, w, x ∈ Rn and the
scalar b is called bias. After successful training stage, using obtained weights, the learning machine produces output
o, according to an indication function, given as:

5. SVM BINARY TREE

iF = o = sign(d(w, x, b)),

Support vector machine classifier [23] represents a binary discrimination tool, primary designed for separation
of two classes. For instance classes with different time,
frequency and space characteristics. Currently are SMVs
involved in solving many audio classification tasks due to
their generalization ability and superior performance in various pattern classification tasks. Moreover, SVMs successfully outperform other types of classifiers in specific audio
classification tasks, when lack of sufficient training audio
data is significant [24]. The SVM classifier is originally
designed for solving binary classification problem and discrimination of multiple classes is realized by combining
several binary classifiers. Therefore, we try to create an
effective classification binary tree scheme, in order to increase total performance of the SVM technique. In this
sense, SVM represents specific type of discriminative function that model class boundary or margin. Discriminative
function is modeled by linear separating hyperplane with
maximal or soft margin. If the training data from different classes cannot be linearly separated in the original input
space, the kernel functions non-linearly transform the original input space into the high-dimensional feature space.

where o is the standard notation for the output from a learning machine.
One basic idea in designing non-linear SVMs is to map
input vectors x ∈ Rn into the high-dimensional feature space
by kernel functions K(xi , x j ). The mostly used kernel functions are shown in Tab. 1.
Basic concept of the binary tree architecture is depicted
in Fig. 2. Each node represents one binary SVM classifier
that realizes separation of two classes +1 and -1. It follows that the multi-class classification needs to train maximally (K − 1) SVMs for K-class problem. Therefore,
it is more efficient in computation then one-against-one
and one-against-rest methods. Classification procedure of
the SVM-BT (SVM-Binary Tree) is based on a coarse-tofine strategy that allows us to make a discrimination on
coarse classes at the top of the decision tree architecture.
Coarse classification that separates two easy to differentiate classes, i.e. speech and non-speech, is performed at the
beginning of the classification process. Then the stepwise
classification is made, until the one of leaves that represent
the fine-gained class is obtained.
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The main advantage of SVM-BT lies in choosing feasible feature set for each SVM binary classifier that separate two different classes. The feature selection is done by
MRMR and F-score, as it was presented in paper.
6. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
All the evaluations within the training phase were based
on the assumption that the SVM needs only small set of
data in order to preserve generalization ability and to avoid
the problem of overfitting. At first, we divided each audio recording into non-overlapping 1 s long segments by a
rectangular window and then time domain features, such as
RMS of short time energy and ZCR, were extracted within
each segment. Segments were further divided into 40 audio frames, each with 50 ms duration and 25 ms overlap.
This phase of pre-segmenting helped us to remove silent
segments by defining threshold of the average short-time
energy and ZCR.
Parameterization of the training data was performed by
using a set of frame-based audio features extracted from 36
recordings. Consequently, the subsets of features with the
same number of frames per each class were selected in random order. It helped us to reduce the huge amount of audio
data from highly occurred classes, such as pure speech and
background speech, and to prevent the problem of overfitting during the training phase. The final training set contained about 104 minutes of audio data. Testing phase was
performed by using 4 recordings, each of which contained
TV news, different from those used in training phase. The
overall duration of a test set was 79 minutes. Training and
testing were evaluated by frame-based features with total
dimension 36. MRMR and F-score feature selection algorithms were used for finding an optimal feature set for training data. Found dimension of each feature vector was than
used for testing data. Final classification accuracy was evaluated by using testing set only. Tab. 2 presents a summary
of used features with corresponding dimensions.
Classification of parameterized audio data was realized
by the SVM-BT architecture, listed in Fig. 3. Feature selection algorithms, mentioned in Sec. 4, were used for each
binary SVM classifier in order to achieve the best feature set
with optimal dimension, listed in Tab. 3. Evaluating of the
F-score search algorithm was performed for features with
dimensions 36, 18, 9, 4, and 2.
3 http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/

The optimal feature dimension defined by MRMR algorithm was set to 36, 34, 32, 27, 18, and 9. We used radial basis kernel and 5-fold cross-validation as evaluation
functions for each SVM model, in order to get the final Fmeasure and Accuracy of selected training data. F-measure
evaluation parameter was computed as follows:
2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall
,
(10)
Precision + Recall
where Precision represents the proportion of the true positives against all the positive results and Recall shows the
proportion of the true positives against the positive and
false negative results. Accuracy was evaluated as the ratio of correctly classified frames to all predicted frames of
each audio class. The overall performance of the SVMBT architecture in comparison with SVM one-against-one
multi-class scheme (OAO), which constructs an SVM for
each pair of classes and is originally implemented in LIBSVM software3 , is shown in Tab. 4. Testing accuracy of
the SVM-BT architecture strongly depends on the discriminative ability of speech/non-speech model. Therefore we
implemented testing algorithm that returns only correctly
classified frames so that each model predicts only testing
data from the corresponding classes. It can help to prevent
the misclassification that propagates from the upper level
to the lower levels of the architecture. All the experiments
were performed by LIBSVM software and available tools,
which cooperate with this software.
F − measure =

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The overall performance of BN audio classification system using SVM-BT architecture and feature selection algorithms was evaluated in this paper. The main goal of
this work was to assess the classification ability of proposed SVM-BT scheme in comparison with One-AgainstOne (SVM-OAO) multi-class classification procedure by
using only small set of training data. The effectiveness of
F-score and MRMR feature selection algorithms was evaluated as well. Therefore the adapted SVM-BT architecture employing the coarse-to-fine strategy and filter-based
search algorithms was built in order to solve the multi-class
audio classification problem.

cjlin/libsvm
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Table 2 Used features
Feature (descriptor)
Dimension

MFCCs
13

ZCR
1

ASF
19

ROF
1

ASC
1

ASS
1

Table 3 Selected features for training data
Method

F-score

MRMR

SVM model

Selected dim.

F-measure [%]

SVM1, C=8, g=1

36

93.4

Acc [%]
93.31

SVM2, C=64, g=0.25

36

76.32

76.17

SVM3, C=8, g=4

36

49.48

98.3

SVM4, C=64, g=0.25

36

50.16

85.8

SVM-OAO, C=8, g=1

36

57.32

78.7

SVM1, C=8, g=1

34

93.2

93.3

SVM2, C=64, g=0.25

34

76.5

76.4

SVM3, C=64, g=4

34

50.12

98.11

SVM4, C=8, g=1

34

52.32

85.3

SVM-OAO, C=8, g=4

34

44.15

75.88

13

by the misclassification that propagated from the upper
level in the SVM-BT architecture. It explains relatively low
values of predicted accuracy for all classes.
Future work will be directed to the design of the SVMBT architecture using speaker change detection algorithms
mentioned in Sec. 3. We will also focus on improving
classification ability of SVM-BT architecture by developing classification scheme using misclassification error reduction techniques.
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